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The Body in Pain
1985

the body in pain is a profoundly original meditation on the vulnerability of the human body and the literary political philosophical medical and religious vocabularies
used to describe it elaine scarry bases her analysis on a wide array of sources including literature and art medical case histories documents on torture compiled by
amnesty international and the writings of such figures as clausewitz churchill and kissinger the author begins with the fact of pain s inexpressibility noting not only
the difficulty of describing pain but its ability to destroy a sufferer s language she then analyzes the political consequences of deliberately inflicted pain particularly
in cases of war and torture showing how regimes unmake an individual s world in their exercise of power from the actions that unmake the world scarry turns to a
discussion of actions that make the world the acts of creativity that produce language and cultural artifacts book jacket

The Making and Unmaking of Democracy
2013-11-26

for every citizen of the world there is no more urgent issue than the spread of democracy democracy is what the wto protestors are calling for it s the main concern
of human rights advocates and it s only long term way to end terrorism but how does democracy spread what can be done to encourage and support this remarkable
new collection brings together some of the best minds in variety of fields to discuss the conditions that promote and sustain or undermine and extinguish democratic
institutions and ideas spanning political thought from ancient athens to contemporary sub saharan africa the contributors develop an outline of how democracy
develops several key factors emerge democratic transitions are always heavily shaped by the ideas and practices of past regimes like tribal traditions in africa
international political and economic pressure to liberalize as in asia and current economic conditions the quality of democracy is almost always improved by the
elimination of religion as the center of the state by the move from democracy as protection of the individual from the state to democracy as enhancer of rights and
by the progression from a focus on the individual to a focus on the community expansive in its coverage and fundamental in its significance the making and
unmaking of democracy is a volume to learn from argue against and expand upon

The Making and Unmaking of an Industrial Working Class
2004

study of the textile workers of ahmadābād india

The Making and Unmaking of the Ukrainian Working Class
2024-03-15

industrial workers in ukraine have a complex political lifeworld because their political action aimed at bringing radical social change coexists with a demobilizing
stance that condemns all political participation as corrupt this contradictory attitude to politics defines the character of populist mass mobilizations that shook
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ukraine in 2004 and 2014 as well as the electoral overhaul of 2019 and the popular response to the russian invasion in 2022 based on three years of fieldwork in the
city of kryvyi rih the book focuses on the moral economy that constitutes the working class and structures its relations with other social groups

The Making and Unmaking of a Saint
2013-12-16

a crusader a hermit a bishop a plague victim and even a repentant murderer by turns the stories attached to saint gerald of aurillac offer a strange and fragmented
legacy his two earliest biographies written in the early tenth and early eleventh centuries depicted the saint as a warrior who devoted his life to pious service soon
gerald was a venerated figure and the monastery he founded was itself a popular pilgrimage site like many other cults his faded into obscurity over time although a
small group of loyal worshippers periodically revived interest creating sculpted or stained glass images and the alternate biographies that complicated an ever more
obscure history the making and unmaking of a saint traces the rise and fall of devotion to gerald of aurillac through a millennium from his death in the tenth century
to the attempt to reinvigorate his cult in the nineteenth century mathew kuefler makes a strong case for the sophistication of hagiography as a literary genre that
can be used to articulate religious doubts and anxieties even as it exalts the saints and he overturns the received attribution of gerald s detailed vita to odo of cluny
identifying it instead as the work of the infamous eleventh century forger ademar of chabannes through his careful examination the biographies and iconographies
that mark the waxing and waning of saint gerald s cult tell an illuminating tale not only of how saints are remembered but also of how they are forgotten

The Making and Unmaking of a University Museum
2000-05-18

museums and cultural institutions across north america and europe are being transformed by budget cuts re evaluation of their cultural missions evolving concepts
of museology and changing audiences making brian young s trenchant history of a prestigious university museum montreal s mccord museum of canadian history
especially pertinent in the making and unmaking of a university museum young elucidates the relationship between museums and communities by examining the
nineteenth century social context of the family who bequeathed their collection to mcgill university and the collection s fate in an academic institution tracing the
museum s history from its founding by david ross mccord he emphasizes the centrality of elite women to the culture of the museum and its survival in the twentieth
century the museum s importance as the collective memory of montreal s english speaking elite and the difficulty academic historians have had in dealing with
material history he recounts a sorry tale of mismatched institutional and intellectual cultures that culminated in the university s transfer of custodial responsibility
to a corporate museum board and the collapse of the museum s central research and conservation mandates the making and unmaking of a university museum
reveals the complex and often conflicting relationships between private collectors curators museum and university officials volunteers researchers philanthropic
foundations the state and the public it shows how the makeup interests and perspectives of these groups have changed over the course of the century leading to the
current crisis in which many museums are forced to function according to a corporate culture in which the dictates of audience size marketing and public relations
experts dominate the priorities of curators and collections the needs of scholars and students and the interests of communities young exposes the present day
conflict between cultural institutions operating ahistorically and often without any social vision and a public demanding greater help in understanding the past it
will be of interest to everyone who cares about culture museums and public memory
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The Making and Unmaking of the Chinese Radical Right, 1918–1951
2022-06-23

examines the chinese youth party s pivotal role in the making and unmaking of the radical right in republican china

Making and Unmaking of the San Francisco Bay
2021-04-23

san francisco bay is a shallow estuary surrounded by a large population center the forces that built it began with plate tectonics and involved the collision of the
pacific and north american plates and the subduction of the juan de fuka plate changes in the climate resulting from the last ice age yielded lower and then higher
sea levels human activity influenced the bay gold mining during the california gold rush sent masses of slit into the bay humans have also built several major cities
and filled significant parts of the bay this book describes the natural history and evolution of the sf bay area over the last 50 million years through the present and
into the future key selling features summarizes a complex geological geographical and ecological history reviews how the san francisco bay has changed and will
likely change in the future examines the different roles and various drivers of bay ecosystem function includes the role of humans both first peoples and modern
populations on the bay explores san francisco bay as an example of general bay ecolgical and environmental issues

The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World
1985-09-26

part philosophical meditation part cultural critique the body in pain is a profoundly original study that has already stirred excitement in a wide range of intellectual
circles the book is an analysis of physical suffering and its relation to the numerous vocabularies and cultural forces literary political philosophical medical religious
that confront it elaine scarry bases her study on a wide range of sources literature and art medical case histories documents on torture compiled by amnesty
international legal transcripts of personal injury trials and military and strategic writings by such figures as clausewitz churchill liddell hart and kissinger she
weaves these into her discussion with an eloquence humanity and insight that recall the writings of hannah arendt and jean paul sartre scarry begins with the fact
of pain s inexpressibility not only is physical pain enormously difficult to describe in words confronted with it virginia woolf once noted language runs dry it also
actively destroys language reducing sufferers in the most extreme instances to an inarticulate state of cries and moans scarry analyzes the political ramifications of
deliberately inflicted pain specifically in the cases of torture and warfare and shows how to be fictive from these actions of unmaking scarry turns finally to the
actions of making the examples of artistic and cultural creation that work against pain and the debased uses that are made of it challenging and inventive the body
in pain is landmark work that promises to spark widespread debate

Encountering Development
2012
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originally published 1995 paperback reissue with a new preface by the author

Scotland
2006

modern scottish history 1707 to the present was published in five volumes in 1998 as a collaboration between the university of dundee and the open university in
scotland written by leading academics for the distance learning course run by the two universities the series is aimed also at a wide readership anyone with a
serious interest in scottish history and presents the fruits of the latest research in a readable style the volumes can be read singly or as a series now come the first
two volumes of a further five volume series scotland the making and unmaking of the nation c 1100 1707 due for completion on the 300th anniversary of the
parliamentary union of scotland with england in 2007 the new series aims to show the importance of scotland s relationships to europe and its part in a broader
european story as well as like the first series to dispel long established myths and preconceptions which continue to exert a firm grip on public opinion especially in
a post devolution era scottish history and scotland deserve better than this a word about the title of the new series scotland the making and unmaking of the nation
c 1100 1707 it is certainly designed to provoke but need not be taken to indicate a nationalist view of 1707 as a moment of eclipse scotland s history like all histories
resists simple generalisations were it otherwise its study would not be so rewarding

Final Analysis
2013-02-13

he was the rising star of psychoanalysis an intimate associate of anna freud and kurt eissler a member of the freudian inner circle with unrestricted access to the
freud archives and then jeffrey moussaieff masson threw it all away because he dared to break the psychoanalytic community s deepest taboo he told the truth in
public as he unmasks the pretensions and abuses of this elite profession masson invites us to eavesdrop on the shockingly unorthodox analysis he was subjected to
in the course of his analytic training but the more prestige masson attained the more he came to doubt not only the integrity of his colleagues but the validity of
their method in the end he blew the whistle fully aware of the personal and professional consequences with wit wonder and unflinching candor masson brilliantly
exposes the cult of psychoanalysis and recounts his own self propelled fall from grace a sensation when it first appeared final analysis is even more provocative and
engrossing today written with passion and humor this is the book that revealed a revered profession for what it was and launched masson on his true career

The Making and Unmaking of Empires
2005

in the making and unmaking of empires p j marshall distinguished author of numerous books on the british empire and former rhodes professor of imperial history
provides a unified interpretation of british imperial history in the later eighteenth century he brings together into a commonfocus britain s loss of empire in north
america and the winning of territorial dominion in parts of india and argues that these developments were part of a single phase of britain s imperial history rather
than marking the closing of a first atlantic empire and the rise of a second eastern one in both india and north america britain pursued similar objectives in this
period fearful of the apparent enmity of france britain sought to secure the interests overseas which were thought to contribute so much to her wealth and power
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this involved imposing a greater degree of control overcolonies in america and over the east india company and its new possessions in india aspirations to greater
control also reflected an increasing confidence in britain s capacity to regulate the affairs of subject peoples especially through parliament if british objectives
throughout the world were generally similar whether they could be achieved depended on the support or at least acquiescence of those they tried to rule much of
this book is concerned with bringing together the findings of the rich historical writing on both post mughal indiaand late colonial america to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of empire in different parts of the world in north america potential allies who were closely linked to britain in beliefs culture and economic interest
were ultimately alienated by britain s political pretensions empire wasextremely fragile in two out of the three main indian settlements in bengal however the british
achieved a modus vivendi with important groups which enabled them to build a secure base for the future subjugation of the subcontinent with the authority of one
who has made the study of empire his life s work marshall provides a valuable resource for scholar and student alike

The Making and Unmaking of an Evangelical Mind
2002-11-07

a provocative view into the impact of secular thought on the framework of american religious life

The Whole World Is Watching
2003-05

new preface for this classic of media studies one of the founders of sds describes the response of the various news organizations and arrives at the way the new left
came to be characterized

Art Has No History!
1994

in this stimulating collection of essays john roberts draws together a wide range of work on some of the most important artists of the post war period written by
leading art historians and artist writers the essays take a sharply critical look at the construction of modern art history the artists discussed include francis picabia
robert smithson ad reinhardt andy warhol gerhard richter mary kelly cindy sherman victor burgin and laurie anderson the extensive influence of post structuralism
on all schools of art history has brought about a widespread derogation of questions around intentionality and social agency free ranging textual interpretation has
come to outweigh causal analysis art has no history reverses this bias putting the artist back into art history the essays reinstate the claims for historical
materialism as a theory of the conflictual socialization of individuals acknowledging the dissemblances involved in the representations of artistic invention the book
challenges the self image of traditional art history and the radical new art history alike in his introduction john roberts gives a fascinating account of the vicissitudes
of marxist writing on art from max raphael and arnold hauser to t j clark and griselda pollock placing the debates on intention and agency in their wider political
context he refers to what he calls the continuing influence of historical materialism on the best anglophone art writing today art has no history is a lively and
iconoclastic contribution to that tradition
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The Making and Unmaking of Nigeria
2001

the jesuits that group of clerics so deeply imbedded in the dreams and nightmares of the catholic church and in the history of the world sometimes saints and
sometimes energetic and devious schemers the jesuits have educated and trained most of the catholic intellectuals of america and europe for the last four hundred
years f e peters throws open the doors of the jesuit citadel in this story of a young man s coming of age this is a personal story told without romance and without
rancor and if the jesuit life is one of bondage to an almost impossible ideal of perfect obedience and self denial it is also as ours makes clear without the slightest
trace of jesuitical equivocation a life of intelligence of intense camaraderie and of high good humor

Ours
2008-05-01

at the center of this subtle ethnographic account of the haya communities of northwest tanzania is the idea of a lived world as both the product and the producer of
everyday practices drawing on his experience living with the haya brad weiss explores haya ways of constructing and inhabiting their community and examines the
forces that shape and transform these practices over time in particular he shows how the haya a group at the fringe of the global economy have responded to the
processes and material aspects of money markets and commodities as they make and remake their place in a changing world grounded in a richly detailed
ethnography of haya practice weiss s analysis considers the symbolic qualities and values embedded in goods and transactions across a wide range of cultural
activity agricultural practice and food preparation the body s experience of epidemic disease from aids to the infant affliction of plastic teeth and long standing
forms of social movement and migration weiss emphasizes how haya images of consumption describe the relationship between their local community and the global
economy throughout he demonstrates that particular commodities and more general market processes are always material and meaningful forces with the potential
for creativity as well as disruption in haya social life by calling attention to the productive dimensions of this spatial and temporal world his work highlights the
importance of human agency in not only the haya but any sociocultural order offering a significant contribution to the anthropological theories of practice
embodiment and agency and enriching our understanding of the lives of a rural african people the making and unmaking of the haya lived world will interest
historians anthropologists ethnographers and scholars of cultural studies

The Making and Unmaking of a Soviet Writer
1979

our inability to make ethical sense of technology is at the root of a crisis this book advocates a christianity that fully understands technology its responsibilities and
its possibilities
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The Making and Unmaking of the Haya Lived World
1996

bringing together new articles and essays from the controversial berkeley conference of the same name the making and unmaking of whiteness presents a
fascinating range of inquiry into the nature of whiteness representing academics independent scholars community organizers and antiracist activists the
contributors are all leaders in the second wave of whiteness studies who collectively aim to combat the historical legacies of white supremacy and to inform those
who seek to understand the changing nature of white identity both in the united states and abroad with essays devoted to theories of racial domination comparative
global racisms and transnational white identity the geographical reach of the volume is significant and broad dalton conley writes on how i learned to be white allan
bérubé discusses the intersection of gay identity and whiteness and mab segrest describes the spiritual price white people pay for living in a system of white
supremacy other pieces examine the utility of whiteness as a critical term for social analysis and contextualize different attempts at antiracist activism in a razor
sharp introduction the editors not only raise provocative questions about the intellectual social and political goals of those interested in the study of whiteness but
assess several of the topic s major recurrent themes the visibility of whiteness or the lack thereof the emptiness of whiteness as a category of identification and
conceptions of whiteness as a structural privilege a harbinger of violence or an institutionalization of european imperialism contributors william aal allan bérubé
birgit brander rasmussen dalton conley troy duster ruth frankenberg john hartigan jr eric klinenberg eric lott irene j nexica michael omi jasbir kaur puar mab
segrest vron ware howard winant matt wray

The Making and Unmaking of Technological Society
2004

this book is about the making and unmaking of socio cultural differences seen from anthropological sociological and philosophical perspectives some contributions
are of a theoretical nature such as when the problem of translation the enigma of alienity or queer theory are addressed other contributors throw light on
contemporary issues like the integration of muslims in norway identity forming processes in creole societies or neo traditionalist movements and identity in africa
moreover the book deals with strangers looked at from an anthropology of the night special emphasis is placed on how globalization and the rapid spread of ever
new technologies of information have generated ever new patterns of inclusion and exclusion and how these can be theorized

The Making and Unmaking of Whiteness
2001-08-17

the puget sound is a complex fjord estuary system in washington state that is connected to the pacific ocean by the juan de fuca strait and surrounded by several
large population centers the watershed is enormous covering nearly 43 000 square kilometers with thousands of rivers and streams geological forces volcanos ice
ages and changes in sea levels make the sound a biologically dynamic and fascinating environment as well as a productive ecosystem human activity has also
influenced the sound humans built several major cities such as seattle and tacoma have dramatically affected the puget sound this book describes the natural
history and evolution of puget sound over the last 100 million years through the present and into the future key features summarizes a complex geological
geographical and ecological history reviews how the puget sound has changed and will likely change in the future examines the different roles of various drivers of
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the sound s ecosystem function includes the role of humans both first people and modern populations explores puget sound as an example of general bay ecological
and environmental issues

The Making and Unmaking of Differences
2006

nepal today is at a critical crossroad with hopes of its resurgence as a nation state clouded in a mire of doubts and confusion this book is primarily based on the
author s ground assessment reached through interactions with innumerable people both high and low during his recent trek through nepal they include besides the
man on the street some key personalities from the worlds of politics academia bureaucracy and business

The Non-theological Factors in the Making and Unmaking of Church Union
1937

san diego bay is a shallow estuary surrounded by a large population center geological forces and changes in sea levels from the last ice age combine to make the
bay and the adjacent highlands and mesas human activity has also influenced the bay humans built several major cities and filled significant parts of the bay this
book describes the natural history and evolution of the san diego bay area over the last 50 million years through the present and into the future key features
summarizes a complex geological geographical and ecological history reviews how the san diego bay has changed and will likely change in the future examines the
different roles of various drivers of bay ecosystem function includes the role of humans both first people and modern populations on the bay explores san diego bay
as an example of general bay ecological and environmental issues related titles howard gc and kaser mr making and unmaking of the san francisco bay isbn
9781138596726 wang y ed remote sensing of coastal environments isbn 978 1 1381 1638 2 gonenc ie wolfin jb eds coastal lagoons ecosystem processes and
modeling for sustainable use and development isbn 978 0 3675 7814 5 mossop e ed sustainable coastal design and planning isbn 978 0 3675 7075 0

Making and Unmaking of Puget Sound
2022-01-27

a groundbreaking account of the development of germany s first african community which offers fascinating perspectives on transnational german history

The Unmaking of Nepal
2010

this is the brilliantly told story of one of the wonders of the modern world how in less than a hundred years the british made themselves masters of india they ruled
it for another hundred departing in 1947 leaving behind the independent states of india and pakistan british rule taught indians to see themselves as indians and its
benefits included railways hospitals law and a universal language but the raj outwardly so monolithic and magnificent was always precarious its masters knew that
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it rested ultimately on the goodwill of indians this is a new look at a subject rich in incident and character the india of the raj was that of clive kipling curzon and
gandhi and a host of lesser known others raj will provoke debate for it sheds new light on mountbatten and the events of 1946 47 which ended an exercise in benign
autocracy and an experiment in altruism

Making and Unmaking of San Diego Bay
2021-09-26

for almost a hundred years the political left has attempted to use sweden as a model for other countries this book follows the history of how this has been done from
its inception in the 1930s to the current plethora of global surveys and rankings claiming to measure such things as modernity and corruption throughout we can
see how the left has misused first a certain form of ethnography later modernist political science and sociology and today global surveys and rankings most
importantly representatives of swedish officialdom and american fellow travellers have colluded in obfuscating and lying about the the relation between freedom
and welfare in sweden the main point about the swedish model is not so much the failures of its economic and social policies in the 1970s and 1980s nor the current
problems that it has with regards to the economy and immigration instead it is a lack of modernity and liberal democracy because of this it cannot serve as a model
for other countries based on an informed and fine grained anthropological analysis recent and more critical research and the voices of internal swedish critics a
completely different image of sweden emerges why this debunking has been so long in coming is also explained in terms of deeper fallacies in western self
understanding through positivist social science taken together this suggests that the use of sweden as a model by the political left may be one of the worst and most
long lived political hoaxes of western modernity social science and political thought perpetrated on the world

Black Germany
2013-09-26

how and why did the cold war begin how and why did it end what will its end mean for international relations opening his new book with the drama of people
struggling to survive in rubble strewn countries after the second world war thomas g paterson follows the long cold war crisis though to the dismantling of the
berlin wall and the disintegration of the soviet union he examines features of the international system that guaranteed conflict the great power quest for order by
building spheres of influence the power ideology and strategic economic needs of the united states and the soviet union that compelled activist global foreign
policies and the personalities of key figures from truman to bush stalin to gorbachev and yeltsin in his exploration of the end of the cold war the author concludes
that the two superpowers sought detente because they had been weakened by the economic costs of the cold war challenges from allies and the diffusion of power
in the international system after the rise of the third world as historical story and analysis on every front provides a telling account of an era of the making and
unmaking of the cold war

Raj
2010-12-02

this volume emerged from workshops held at pennsylvania state university in 2003 and stanford university in 2005 p vii
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Marquis W. Childs and Sweden
2019-11-07

tuberculosis is an ancient disease but it s not a disease of history with more than a million victims every year more than any other disease including malaria and
antibiotic resistance now found in every country worldwide tuberculosis is once again proving itself to be one of the smartest killers humanity has ever faced but it s
hardly surprising considering how long it s had to hone its skills forty thousand years ago our ancestors set off from the cradle of civilisation on their journey
towards populating the planet tuberculosis hitched a lift and came with us and it s been there ever since waiting watching and learning in the robber of youth
kathryn lougheed a former tb research scientist tells the story of how tuberculosis and humanity have grown up together with each being shaped by the other in
more ways than you could imagine this relationship between man and microbe has spanned many millennia and has left its mark on both species we can see
evidence of its constant shadow in our genes in the bones of the ancient dead in art music and literature tuberculosis has shaped societies and it continues to do so
today the organism responsible for tb mycobacterium tuberculosis has had plenty of time to adapt to its chosen habitat human lungs and has learnt through natural
selection to be an almost perfect pathogen using our own immune cells as a trojan horse to aid its spread it s come up with clever ways to avoid being killed by
antibiotics but patience has been its biggest lesson the bacterium can enter into a latent state when times are tough only to come back to life when a host s immune
system can no longer put up a fight today more than one million people die of the disease every year and around one third of the world s population are believed to
be infected that s more than two billion people throw in the compounding problems of drug resistance the hiv epidemic and poverty and it s clear that tuberculosis
remains one of the most serious problems in world medicine the robber of youth follows the history of tb through the ages from its time as an infection of hunter
gatherers to the first human villages which set it up with everything it needed to become the monstrous disease it is today through to the perils of industrialisation
and urbanisation it goes on to look at the latest research in fighting the disease with stories of modern scientific research interviews doctors on the frontline
treating the disease and the personal experiences of those affected by tb

On Every Front
1992

this book examines who is likely to have a baby as a teenager the consequences of early motherhood and how teenage pregnancy is dealt with in the media the
author argues that society s negative attitude to young mothers marginalises an already excluded group and that efforts should be focused on support

Agnotology
2008

the late renowned anthropologist margaret mead s major field work study coming of age in samoa became the key text in the nature nurture controversy and a
reference point for the social and sexual revolution of the 1960s derek freeman s book updated here with a new foreword refutes mead s work claiming she was
misinformed by samoan natives regarding the sexual proclivities of their culture
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Catching Breath
2017-06-15

the valley of kashmir long famous around the world for its unparalleled natural scenic beauty also has a rich cultural heritage with religious tolerance and amity
among people belonging to different religious faiths as its core the arrival of islam in the late fourteenth century and its interaction with an ancient shaiva tradition
resulted in the emergence of a liberal version of the faith it was a turning point in kashmir s history popular culture grew rich with folk tale song dance and music
and with what craftsman could weave stitch and shape with their nimble fingers when self rule came in 1947 it was overshadowed by armed intervention to secure
the accession of the state of jammu kashmir to pakistan the dispute over the issue is still unresolved within the valley years of opportunistic policies pursued by
delhi and corruption and misgovernance by srinagar proved to be fertile soil for the eruption of a violent jehadi secessionist movement around 1980 that drove the
hindu minority into exile tore apart the composite culture and resulted in large scale loss of life and property there are signs visible today that the utter futility of
the path of violence which engendered counter violence has dawned on some of its votaries these and other issues are addressed in this volume by a galaxy of
scholars including kashmiris from india france germany the uk and the usa under the thoughtful editorship of aparna rao who sadly died before the work could be
placed with a publisher throughout the preparation of this volume rao worked in consultation with professor t n madan the result is a book rich in information
insights and interpretations that entitle it to stand alongside walter lawrence s classic work the valley of kashmir 1985 from which its title is borrowed

Teenage Pregnancy
2009-07-22

the unmaking of a dancer sheds a blistering light on the raw fiercely competitive and often vicious world of ballet the truth behind the fiction of black swan it s the
story of joan brady s life in her own words ballet was the first thing brady was good at she really was good too performing professionally with the san francisco
ballet at the tender age of fourteen a bonus was that lessons and performances kept her away from her unpredictable father and formidable mother but nobody can
stay away for good and when she finally made it into the new york city ballet her mother delivered a career destroying blow and yet with the help of the love of her
life dexter masters she found another way of living and the chance for a family of her own

The Making and Unmaking of "Que Viva Mexico"
1970

antony lerman traces his five decade personal and political journey from idealistic socialist zionist to controversial critic of zionism and israeli policies towards the
palestinians as head of an influential uk jewish think tank he operated at the highest levels of international jewish political and intellectual life he recalls his 1960s
zionist activism two years spent on kibbutz and service in the idf followed by the gradual onset of doubts about israel on returning to england assailed for his
growing public criticism of israeli policy and zionism he details his ostracism by the jewish establishment through his insider s critique of zionism critical
assessment of jewish politics and analysis of the israel palestine conflict lerman presents a powerful human rights based argument about how a just peace can be
achieved
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Margaret Mead and the Heretic
1996

this is a study of councillors as they are today it focuses upon their responses to changed conditions since 1991 and assesses the significance of what has been
termed the new management of local government for councillors everyday worlds their motivations and their satisfactions part 1 of the book sets out the changes
that have occurred since the 1970s in the social and political environment of local government and their impact upon the ways in which local authorities effect their
business the pressures of change and the measures proposed to adapt local government practice to them raise fundamental issues about the nature of represenative
local government

The Valley of Kashmir
2008

The Unmaking of a Dancer
2012-06-07

The Making and Unmaking of a Zionist
2012

The Making and Unmaking of Local Self-government
1994
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